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N EWS L E T T E R

ABOUT THE PROJECT

Climate change is no longer a

concept or theory; it is now a harsh

reality that all people need to face

up to. There is ample evidence that

young people all over the world are

facing up to this challenge. Global

demonstrations in September 2019

were largely organised and led by

young people demanding action.

However, protest alone is not

sufficient to address the climate

change challenge. Action is needed

on an individual and collective level

to change

peoples habits; to adopt more

environmentally friendly patterns of

production and consumption; and

to find solutions to the climate

change challenge we all now face.

Education has a critical role to play

if the protests of young people are

to be leveraged into action and

youth work in its many formal,

informal and non-formal

interventions is the perfect starting

point to set the challenge to today's

young people to think of solutions

to reduce the many pollutions that

contribute to the pace of climate

change.

OBJECTIVES

SOLUTION NOT POLLUTION has 3 main objectives:        

1. To introduce challenge-based learning in youth work by

modifying and transferring existing learning resources

about WebQuest development to a youth work setting in

a climate change context

2. To develop a collection of challenge-based WebQuest

learning resources that address a number of critical

topics that address the climate change

  challenge

3. To develop a bespoke entrepreneurship/social

entrepreneurship curriculum specifically addressed to

young people that supports them to find sustainable

online/offline business solutions in a climate change

context
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LET'S KICK THIS PROJECT

OFF!

Thursday the 20th of February,

SOLUTION: Solidarité & Inclusion had

the pleasure to host the kick-off

meeting of the project. The work was

planned for the next 8 months and all

partners came back home with a

precise TO DO list!

PARTNERS

- FUTURE IN PERSPECTIVE LIMITED (Coordinator, Ireland)

Future In Perspective Limited (FIP) is a private company working in the field of youth

development, adult education, vocational training, e-learning, digital media and social

inclusion. The company specialises in the development of innovative educational materials

and course-ware specifically targeted at non-mainstream educational providers. The company

generally works to address the needs of those on the margins of society for whom traditional

education and second chance education has failed. FIP places a particular emphasis on

developing self-directed learning pathways to encourage the educational development of

“Free Agent Learners”. FIP harnesses the latest technologies in its service offering building the

skills of front-line youth professionals and volunteers.

- JUGEND-&KULTURPROJEKT EV (Germany)

Jugend- & Kulturprojekt e.V. (JKPeV) was founded in 2004 with the aim of providing

opportunities for young people to develop and use their soft and professional skills and

stimulate their creativity and entrepreneurial skills through non-formal learning methods.

Located in Dresden, Germany, JKPeV is dedicated to promoting the EU citizenship and active

participation of its citizens. They organise international Projects, Events and Trainings for

young people and adults on site and abroad with a focus on assisting the cultural enrichment

of the city of Dresden and the Free State of Saxony while also promoting the cultural diversity

of the European Union.

- Solution: Solidarité & Inclusion (France)

SOLUTION: Solidarité & Inclusion is an NGO based in Paris developing innovative actions to

promote social cohesion through non formal education. The objective of the association is to

boost social inclusion among younger adults by proposing several kinds of activities allowing

to foster mutual acceptance, stimulate human interests by offering cross-cutting activities,

design educational programs to open minds and strengthen fair dynamics between

generations.

- AKLUB CENTRUM VZDELAVANI A PORADENSTVI (Czech Republic)

AKLUB Centre of education and counseling - is educational and non for profit organization.

Organization AKLUB was established in 1997 in the Czech Republic, in town Krnov.

Organization is respected and highly appreciated in the Czech Republic for educational

services and for developing educational and integration programs and products. The team

consists of professionals in education, counsellors, coaches, teachers, trainers and

psychologists on the one hand and project managers and administrative staff on the other

hand.

 

 

 
Follow us on

  Facebook not to miss any news! 

Just click on the icone!  
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https://www.facebook.com/solutionnotpollutionproject/?eid=ARBkK5_b9JRX28eW5BdPY6N22TmswjsnapNHUbbuNBr9qSDxdGsgFNg4dyqUuzxfPEW1IgKe2MVhhjE0

